
 

Dear HNMMS Parents, 

 Wow, September came and went like a flash!  The first day jitters are gone, and your 

children are settled into their school routines!  I love seeing the children walking down the 

breezeway greeting their friends, smiling, and ready for a new day!  After a few weeks of 

holding hands and helping the children remember where their cubbies were and what to do 

with their gear, the children are now self-sufficient!  Although all our children are getting 

accustomed to school, the returning students play a very important role in the classroom 

environment; they are modeling routines and behavior that they have already learned for 

the new students.  New students are exploring practical life and sensorial material while 

returning students are remembering lessons from last year and trying out new, more 

challenging material.   

 So, what is practical life?  In the Montessori environment, children work on practical life 

activities to develop independence, body control, coordination of movement, 

concentration, and a sense of order. As the name implies, an important aspect of practical 

life activities is that they have a real-life application. The children can clearly see the purpose 

of each activity, and they recognize that they are contributing in a real way as they work on 

the tasks. One of the most important characteristics of practical life activities is that they 

allow children to develop their independence which helps them achieve freedom - a 

cornerstone of Montessori theory.  Dr. Montessori believed that children require freedom to 

develop independently and become the people they are meant to be. Examples of 

practical life include pouring, spooning, opening/closing, and polishing.  

 Not only have your children been busy in the classroom, but they have also been busy 

playing during recess!  Recess is a time of free play where your child is welcome to run, skip, 

hop, sit, play with a ball, and use his or her imagination as much as possible.  We have been 

digging, finding worms, playing ring-around-the-rosie, adopting a new tree in Vassallo and 

much more!      



 Thank you again for helping us with the back-to-school transition!  Making sure that 

your child is getting sufficient sleep, eating fruits and vegetables, and drinking water help us 

to have happier and healthier days of learning! 

        , Feliz Quinlan   

Mrs. Richards’ class 

          

                  Blessing of the animals                                                          Fun with Puzzles            

       

                USA Puzzle Map                        Labeling Animals                    100 Board Teamwork 

         

             Dancing             Opening/Closing              Working on Time          Number Sequencing         

             

        Backyard Bird Puzzle                 Painting                   Dressing Frames              Pink Tower   



 

          

         Oceans of the World      Painting Trees            Dressing Frame             Recess 

          

        Object/Picture Match   Felt ball rainbow              Cutting               Dressing Frames 

                          

                     Counting            Monomial Cube          Addition Book         Counting Puzzle 

        

     Sensorial work w/fabrics           Restoring              Mapping          Sorting Colors & Teamwork 

 



Mrs. Pfrang’s Class 

          

          Sound work                 100 Board                      Decimal System                     Coloring 

       

                  Visual Perception             Sensorial                                  Creating 

       

                   Teens                         Friends                                    Digging/Earthworms 

       

               Counting                            Moveable Alphabet                        Sound Basket “P” 



    

          

      Creating a Number Line        What goes together?      Sensorial work        Control of mvmt 

 

          

             Geometric Solids               Recess                      Sensorial               Liam’s Birthday 

      

           Folding lunch linens                          Creating words                       Practical Life/Tools 

          

   Matching Dresses         Sound work        Letter recognition                 Friday Block Day 


